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Membership in the STL Symphony Youth Orchestra is an honor, a privilege and above all, a 

commitment. The musicians selected to take part are expected to make participation a top 

priority for the entire season. All members of the SLSYO represent the STL Symphony and 

should conduct themselves as ambassadors for the organization at all times. 

The following Letter of Agreement is held between the participating SLSYO Musician 

(“Musician”), the Musician’s parent/guardian (“Parent/Guardian”), and the STL Symphony 

Youth Orchestra (“SLSYO”).  This agreement shall be understood and accepted by both the 

Musician and the Parent/Guardian. 

I. Artistic Responsibilities and Expectations 

A.  The Musician is responsible for learning his/her assigned music outside of 

rehearsals, conferring with private instructors and/or section leaders when 

necessary. 

 

B. The Musician and Parent/Guardian understand that the SLSYO has the final 

authority regarding all seating assignments. 

 

C. The Musician must bring all necessary supplies and accessories to each SLSYO 

rehearsal and is responsible for ensuring his/her instrument is in good working 

order. 

 

D. The SLSYO will supply all sheet music to the Musician. The Musician must return 

his/her sheet music in acceptable condition by the return deadline or a 

replacement fee may be assessed. 

 

E. The SLSYO reserves the right to dismiss the Musician if artistic responsibilities 

and expectations set forth in this Letter of Agreement are not being met. 

 

II. Attendance Policy 

Frequent absences and tardiness reflect a sub-standard commitment to the SLSYO 

and have a negative impact on both personal musical development and the artistic 

integrity of the ensemble as a whole.   

 

A.  As such, the Musician is expected to attend all rehearsals and concerts. 

    

B. Up to 6 excused absences (including illness, personal emergency, other music 

conflicts, college visits) are allowed per season, no more than 2 per concert cycle.  

 

C. It is the responsibility of the Musician to notify the SLSYO staff of any known 

conflicts at least two weeks in advance. Attendance forms can be submitted via 

an online form as outlined in the SLSYO Musician Handbook. 
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D. If the Musician misses the last rehearsal before a concert and/or the sound check, 

he/she may be removed from the concert at the discretion of the Music Director 

and Director of Education & Youth Orchestra. 

 

E. If more than 6 rehearsals are missed during the season or more than 2 rehearsals 

are missed in a concert cycle, the Musician will be asked to meet with the SLSYO 

staff to discuss the Musician’s commitment to the SLSYO and find a suitable 

solution that is fair to him/her and his/her fellow musicians. 

 

F. If the Musician is not in his/her assigned location ready to participate at least five 

minutes before rehearsal begins, he/she will be marked tardy. Three tardies and 

or early departures equal 1 absence. 

 

G. The SLSYO reserves the right to dismiss the Musician if the attendance 

expectations set forth in this Letter of Agreement are not being met. 

 

 

III. Financial Commitments        

A.  It is the intent of the SLSYO to ensure every Musician qualified to play in the 

SLSYO may do so, regardless of ability to pay. 

 

B. Tuition is $600.00. The SLSYO must receive tuition payments prior to the 

second SLSYO concert. If payment is not received by this date, the Musician will 

not be allowed to play in the second concert or participate in the third concert 

cycle. 

 

IV. Professionalism 

A. The Musician is an ambassador for the STL Symphony and SLSYO. The Musician 

should maintain high standards of personal ethics and professionalism at all 

times and in all places, including on-line platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, 

YouTube, blogs etc. as outlined in the STL Symphony’s Social Media Policy, in the 

SLSYO Musician Handbook. 

 

B. All personal on-line posts mentioning the SLSYO and the STL Symphony should 

bring value to the organization. This is to ensure that the image of the STL 

Symphony and everyone associated with it is responsibly maintained. 

 

C. The SLSYO reserves the right to monitor Musician’s on-line activity and take 

appropriate action as necessary to preserve the image of both the SLSYO and the 

STL Symphony. 
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D. The STL Symphony strictly prohibits the use of alcohol, tobacco and drugs by the 

Musician. Any Musician in violation will be immediately removed from the SLSYO.  

 

E. The SLSYO reserves the right to dismiss the Musician if the professional 

expectations set forth in this Letter of Agreement are not being met. 

 

 

V.  Media and Liability Releases 

A.  The SLSYO reserves the right to record (audio or video) and/or photograph any 

and all activities for later use in printed or electronic materials and/or radio, 

television or on-line broadcast. 

 

B. Musician and/or Parent/Guardian likeness, either in print, electronically or in 

audio or video recordings, may be used for any purpose, with or without the use 

of name, school, grade or other pertinent information, and without 

remuneration, by the SLSYO and its assigns for the purpose of both internal and 

external communications. 

 

C. The Musician and Parent/Guardian release and hold harmless SLSYO assigns 

from any and all liability, claims and demands of whatever kind of nature, either 

in law or in equity, which may arise from activities associated with the SLSYO. 

By signing below, Musician and Parent/Guardian agree to abide by the responsibilities, 

expectations, policies and releases set forth in the SLSYO Musician Handbook and the 

above stated Letter of Agreement. 

 

____________________________ ___________________         _________ 

Musician Printed Name   Musician Signature   Date  

 

____________________________ ___________________         _________ 

Parent/Guardian Printed Name  Parent/Guardian Signature  Date  

  


